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This week’s report (click here to read in full) lists Christians who were killed or who have died from earlier 
injuries in five countries: Colombia, Iraq, Jamaica, Nigeria, and Pakistan. Most died from gunfire, but many of 
the Nigerians drowned while trying to escape a Muslim Fulani attack, one Nigerian priest died two days after 
escaping from captivity (he had complained of internal pains prior to his hospitalization), and a Pakistani 
hospital manager succumbed to an acid attack after more than a week in a hospital. The purported reason for the 
last attack was that his ‘filthy’ Christian hands had touched medicines destined for ‘pure’ Muslims, but it also 
was because the Christian had supervisory power over Muslims and thus was in violation of Sharia law. 

Another Pakistani Christian, Aasiya Noreen aka Asia Bibi, has been incarcerated on death row since 2009 for 
blasphemy (click here for her Today’s Martyrs biography). She has begun to show signs of dementia or some 
other disorder, and has still been denied medical care. 

Persecution has continued to grow in China. Christians have been arrested. Police attempted to close a church 
but the 400 congregants resisted and the police did not gain entry. In Hong Kong divinity school director Ying 
Fuk-tsang wrote on the internet suppression of house churches, and Cardinal Joseph Zen Ze-Kium SDB 
criticized the new Vatican concordant with the Beijing government as "a masterpiece of inventiveness in saying 
nothing with many words"; we will have to see if events bear him out. 

Persecution is also continuing to grow in Myanmar [aka Burma], with a Chinese-backed separatist army 
arresting pastors and expelling nuns from their area of operation. 

Other stories of violence, threats, and oppression came from Argentina, Egypt, Ukraine, and the United States. 

Please read this week’s report and pray. 
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